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A Treatment of Passives and Pronouns in Lummi Matrix Sentences

Nancy Chinchor
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

. Introduction

(:) The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of sim -

ple declarative sentences in Lummi which will accoLmt for the

CYrI appearance of the morpheme t as well as the order and form of

pronouns. The morpheme try always appears encliticized onto

LLJ
the verb that it follows. The combination of the transitivizer

and acts as a passive marker on the.verb. I will treat only

this instance of . The examples that I give here contain

verbs which take the transitivizer ti. However, there are

other transitivizers in Lummi, such as L n , which also combine

with 1D to form the passive. The morpheme tn? has a morpholog-

ically determined alternate /na43.

The pronouns which appear in matrix clauses are of two

types. These are the subject pronouns and the object pronouns.

The paradigms follow.

(1) Subject pronouns (2) Object pronouns
.t.t.)
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A subject pronoun appears on the surface as subject whether it

be the deep or derived subject. This does not mean that the sub-



ject pronoun is always the agent. An object pronoun appears on

the surface as object and is always in second position in the

clause, i.e. it immediately follows the verb. The subject pro-

noun is in second position except when an object pronoun is pres-

ent in the same clause. In this case, the object pronoun has

priority over the subject pronoun for second position. Noun

phrases are never marked for this subject/object distinction.

But, unlike pronouns, they are marked for agenthood. This is

accomplished by the preposition tol which indicates that the fol-

lowing noun phrase is the agent.

1. Passive

One of the more mysterious processes in Lummi is the one

which can be called the passive. There are many separate cases

"to consider here. The first case consists of the set of sen-

tences for which passive is optional. This case is not very

different from the English passive. Passive can be used to

change focus whenever a sentence contains a noun phrase as

underlying subject and either a noun phrase or pronoun as

underlying object.

(3) a. *CI;A's C4 cii0 S4 5X.4hLZ

know-agreement-the-man-the-woman

The man knows the woman

b. kZ<,.. -5 a ca swape?

know-passive-Igent-the-man-the-woman

The woman is known by the man.
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(4) a. .re'k't 1'3'4 %Wa k/sV"

knowlst person pronoun-the-man

The man knows me.

r% J co s

know-passive-lst person pronoun-agent-the-Man

I am known by the man.

In (3a) there is an agreement marker on the verb. When a sen-

tence contains two full noun phrases and passive has not taken

place, the agreement suffix shows up on the verb.

The second case to consider here consists of the set of sen-

tences in Lummi which do not allow passive. These are exactly

those sentences which have a pronoun as deep subject. In the

following examples, a on the English sentence means that it

is not the gloss that should be given to the grammatical Wiwi

sentence. The correct gloss is given in parentheses following

the incorrect one.

(5) a xcir--sk") Col sz;I47v?

know-2nd person pronoun-the-man

You know the man.

b. ca

know-passive-2nd person pronoun-the-man

The man is known by you. (The man knows you.)

(6) a. )sg--.1.t o.yst sr.-) 1

know-lst person pl. pronoun-2nd person pronoun

You know us.
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(6) b. ,kt-.3- --sy.")
2

know-passive-lst person pl. pronoun-2nd person pronoun

We are known by you.

(7) a. say.

hit-lst person pronoun

I hit someone/thing.

b. esat -v, -sari

hit-passive-lst person pronoun

Someone/thing was hit by me. (I got hit.)

None of the passive sentences, (5b), (6b), or (7b), are well-

formed even if the agent marker appears on the pronoun. Any way

of generating passives, then, must not apply to structures which

have a pronoun as underlying subject. This case is very differ-

ent from English since passive is not, sensitive to pronouns in

English.

Up until this point it seems reasonable to think that pas-

sive is a transformational process. A possible way of formal-

izing this process is given in (8). Here, I. am assuming VSO

word order and the existence of the phrase structure rules

S-4V NP NP and MP iNP,Pro3 The distinction between NP and

NP is important here 7:2ecause NP can dominate a pronoun, but NP

cannot. Passive must not be allowed to apply to a sentence with

an underlying pronoun subject. But it optionally applies when

the pronoun is the underlying object.



(8) V NP NP

1 2 3 ="4

o+2 3

The problem with, such a rule is the.; there are cases where

passive is obligatory. These cases are just those sentences

which have a transitive verb and an empty subject or object pos-

ition. For example, the only way to say 'the man hit someone' is

(9) and the only way to say 'someone hit the man' is (10).

(9) asat--.5 a

hit-passive-agent-the-man

The man hit someone/thing.

(10) e.s4+..1

hit-passive-the-man

Someone/thing hit the man.

The form given in (11) is the form that both sentences would take

if passive had not applied.

(11) C..sat

hit-the-man

Someone hit the man. The man hit someone. (Hit the

(optional)

Elan!)

It would be impossible to decide whether the noun phrase which

appears in (11) is the subject or the object of the verb. A

possible generalization here, then, is that the passive is oblig-

atory whenever the word order fails to distinguish subject and ob-

ject.

---
If the NP which is present on the surface is a pronoun, this



ambiguity would not necessarily arise due to the different forms

which pronouns take depending on whether they are subjects or

objects on the surface. But, for some reason, passive is oblig-

atory when the nonempty NP is a pronoun, too.

(12) a. 'esak:-Lb---.y

hit-passive-lst person pronoun

Someone/thing hit me.

b. Lsat- o,yas

hit-lst person pronoun

Someone/thing hit me.

In (12) we see that passive is obligatory if the pronoun is the

underlying object. This is just the place where the form of the

pronoun could disambiguate its role in the sentence. But it is

passive which disambiguates. So, only (12a) is good, even though

(12b) can theoretically be unambiguously interpreted since the

pronoun is in the object pronoun form. If the pronoun is the un-

derlying subject of the sentence, passive is disallowed. So, to

say 'I hit someone/thing', you must use (13) and not (14).

(13). Z:_at.-s7y.

hit-lst person pronoun'

I hit someone/thing.

(14)

hit-passive-lst person pronoun

I hit someone/thing. (Someone/thing hit me.)

Here we see a conflict between two possible generalizations. The

first is that passive is obligatory when the word order fails to
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distinguish subject and object. The second is that passive is

never allowed when an underlying pronoun subject is present. The

second generalization wins. This may be due to the fact that you

cannot have the agent marker 1,13 with a nronoun.3 The strength

of the second generalization can be seen again in the ability to

delete the agent marker in the case where passive has occurred in

a sentence with a noun phrase subject and a pronoun object.

There is no problem in understanding
Sand

as the deep object

of (15) even if the 1Q,1 does not appear.

(15) xc Lt s>. `Is V

know-passive-2nd person pronoun-(agent-)the-man

The man hit you.

There is still one more case to consider here and that is

the one in which both the subject and object nodes are empty.

Passive is obligatory here, too.

(16) )c-,"5*;--'!

hit-passive

Someone/thing got hit on purpose.

A summary of the facts presented so far is given in (17).

171e subscript 's' means underlying subject; the subscript '0'

means underlying object; 0 means that the node is empty.



(17) Distribution of Passive According to Sentence Type

optional obligatory disallowed

NP
s

NP
o

NPs PRO
0

a A
NP

s
,O,

A two

tS PRO

PROS fi

PRO
S
NP
0

PROs PRO
0

There are further facts about passives which do not follow from

the discussion above because of the oversimplification there.

Hess (1973) points out that passive can be used for many things,

one of which is the completion of a paradigm. This occurs in

Puget and other Salish languages. Lunni is no exception. The

point in the paradigm where passive is of use is in the third

person. There are many irregularities exhibited by the third

person in Lummi. To say 'the man knows him', you cannot follow

the pattern in (4), which works for all the other persons both

singular and plural. Instead, the passive form must be used, as

in (18).

(18) 4a-,)
know-passive-agent-the-man

The man knows him.

Note that (18) still differs from the passive for the other per-

sons, as given in (4). This is due to some other irregularity of

the third person which shows up elsewhere. Third person /-s

never appears following the morpheme /3 in matrix sentences.
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Mother e.7.a.-le of this &ir a.'";4' .7a 121 Ci9).

(19)- Xe

knocit-passive

IZl

Someonel.4.-.^..orgs

suranaryl -the passive: is used at least tee purposes
in. to change fc,--.J.Ls, to slibject and obj -Pct and morass

pur poseful action, and to co--plate a I ~propose that

the first pu-.,ose7r.e: txar41e i 1y an. optiorce.1 .7z fort and

that the second and third

3. The Ease.

The folIoving pl=ase rules all that this
analysis of renter leth

assuming underlying, .ISO -mord order.4

(20) S V 2T2 117

FRC

Even though :HP obviously- haz nor e structure leave It unan-

alyzed. here. NOta that the Tr e. b,-..-.se--generatesi.

The -..far arirail 5:..e t of ex tal items avpsar

in (21) and the recuLred -"..:.r.cy rules are in (22).

The fUll set of features for a. 1exic c-re-Lry arm gotten iy apply-

ing the redundancy rule .e.7-and the feab=es given in the

entry.

ver7or-, require. I am
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(21) Xe- et. [44, +transitivo]

ez st...4:4 4 -i -,)-7 f...+H]

Sl StaY:1-7

[+PBOI +3rd person]

t+PRO, -3rd person]

S x4L" -t+PPn, -3rd -person]

1+PR.O, -3rd person."

t+ ALI

(22) a. [ftransitive]

b. Vpassive3 41 A 117

C NP

d, t --,3rd.

e. t-passive [ Pal N.P]

f. It'1).:1

g. NP rierson11

h. [..±Ni]

1. .-±-agent-1 t2.--]

j, tv T__+PFda, +3rd 7sersonll

k.

1. - -3rd 7:jar:son

m. ty 7th."

In (23), there are rules which rewri_te syr:rols

that the process of lexical insertion ce.-n take olace.
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(23) V -------=71+VI+A-ransitivel

VP &UPI

PRO ----5

After- the phrase. structursrul- (a% ge a
non-terminal sym:..oi- Is are .rewritten. -=S`

context-sensitive rules -which spec. ",...C'etItt,ei

ar rode appears in.. These r4' -are o-c the

NS ohere stars arz%

symbol and X and It are variables: ran,

terminal strings. Tnis: sor-icificsor c the ruw

if the lexical insertion rule. Is vr-Ltr.taTT t.,:=T.at: the of

the node WiT1iCh Is being

lexical -insertion rule is a

catches the-the fePtur... the lexical a:r4;

non-terminal node.

We should take a closer look: at 1-.4T.w the

are generated. The case: Twhe.re .1.T.Tassive comr-'1.5

handled by selections" rule (7)?:)- and

because the subcategorization ruLe riu.st

feature of the pronoun I.e Its sec f the

E 3rd persori] The passive. f.4-;-1`,-"6

j ect from object is handled iy strict

(22b), (22c), and (221), ThIs is the ;._-,-;:f---r--`ats-::;=`!-Ize'.=::10:2

rule need only refer to lexical cat.--accr-Les.,
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The syntactic redundancy rules are also interesting in that

they make clear a similarity which I have tended to deny. (22c)

and (22d) point out the parallel way in which the third person

pronoun and A act, at least with respeA to pative. It may

be that the third person form is disappearing from Lummi, and that,

instead, the 6. , which I have been translating as 'somoone/

thing', is being interpreted in the same way as third person nor-

mally is. The disappearing of the third person may explain some

of the irregularities which it exhibits. If this is the case,

the completion of the paradigm is not happening because the para-

digm is not incomplete. And, then, this case of the obligatory

passive becomes exactly like the case where the subject and

object are being distinguished.

4. The Transformational Component

Armed with some possible deep structures, we can now

face the transformational component of the grammar. There

are several processes that will be taken care of here. There

is the passive which can optionally take place to change focuse

When optional passive does not take place and two noun phrases are

present, a rule of agreement must step in (see (3) for examples).

When there is a pronoun in object position and the verb has the

feature [-passive] , the pronoun must be marked for case so that

its surface form is that of an object pronoun (see (2) for the

forms of object pronouns). Object pronouns are then moved from

clause final position to the position immediately following the

13



verb. Some minor rewriting rules change the form of those lexical

items whose features have been altered by the syntactic redundancy

rules or the transformations. The final process that I will dis-

cussis that of cliticization, which attaches all the verbal part-

icles and pronouns to the verb. The transformations that accom-

plish these changes follow.

(24) PASSIVE (optional)

NP NP

1 2 3

1 2 3

['passive] .agent]

AGREEMENT (obligatory)

NP NP

[passive]
1 2 3

1 2

[ tagreement]

3

CASE MARKING (obligatory)

NP PRO
[- passive)

2 3 ===,?

1 2 3

l+casel

PRONOUN ATTRACTION (obligatory)

NP PRO

1 2 3 =*

1 .3 2
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PRONOUN REWRITE RULES (obligatory)

a 0

[+case]

+san 0543
[tcase3

w
sx ---1 olas

&case]

"4 o,3a*

1.+case3

VERB REWRITE RULES (obligatory)

verb verb-1
l+passivel

verb verb-s
['agreement]

NOUN PHRASE REWRITE RULES (obligatory)

noun phrase a"-%noun phrase

[ tagent]

CLITICIZATION (obligatory)

V PRO (PRO)

1 2 3 =r*

1-2-3

The transformations are ordered in this way for reasons of simp-

licity and descriptive adequacy. Passive must precede Agreement

because Passive can optionally apply to phrase markers that would

obligatorily undergo Agreement only if Passive had not applied.

Passive precedes Case Marking because Case Marking mentions the

feature [passive] Passive precedes Pronoun attraction just be-

cause it is simpler to write a Passive rule when the input to it

15



is of a uniform word order.

Agreement is only ordered with respect to-Passive because

Passive is the only other rule which applies to phrase markers

containing no pronouns. Agreement is irrelevant to the operation

of the other rules.

Case Marking is crucially ordered with respect to Pronoun

Attraction. If Pronoun Attraction occurred first, Case Marking

would be formulated as follows:

(25) CASE MARKING (obligatory)

V
-f-passive]

PRO

1 2

[-Kesel

This would work well for sentences whose objee:s were pronouns

underlyingly. However, sentences whose subjects are pronouns

underlyingly would undergo this -Case Marking rule even if there

were no pronoun object present because Passive is disallowed in

such constructions. Thut, if Case Marking were ordered before

Pronoun Attraction, the following ungrammatical sentences would

be generated.

(26) L5..)-t.-00-4s

hit -lst person pronoun

I hit someone/thing

csat - ca s cb-a 7

hit-lst person pronoun-the-man

I hit the man. (The man hit me.)

16



It is impo3sible to reformulate Case Marking so that it will not .

apply in these cases because a pronoun object can occur with a

A or NP subject and is marked for case if tine verb has the

feature [-passive] . The only answer, t7,en, is to do Case Mark-

ing before Pronoun Attraction.

tion given in (24).

The RewriteRuleslof course, all follow the feature changing

rules. Cliticization follows the Rewrite Rules because it util-

izes the rewritten version of the words.

And so we will keep the formula-

S. Conclusions

I have argued that some passive forms must be base- generated

and that others are the product of an optional transformation.

Further work on the semantics of the passive in Lummi

me to claim that all the passives are base-generated.

sive is ordered first in the list of transformations,

may force

Since Pas-

this will

not cause a great upheaval in the transformational component.

There is also the possibility that all passives are transforma-

tionally derived. This could be done by a rule which is optional

in some cases and obligatory in others. The consequences of

having such a rule need to be explored. This will probably re-

quire looking at data containing embedded sentences.

I have also claimed that the subject and object pronouns are

transformationally related. I think that for the most part this

will turn out to be right. However there are still the irreg-

ularities of the third person to contend with. Since it is very

17



difficult to find evidence for there even being a third person

object pronoun, my claim is weakened. The third person subject

pronoun appears irregularly and is homophonous with the agreement

marker itself. In the following examples, ts3 acts just like

the other subject pronouns.

(27) csa-t..-s»

hit-lst person pronoun

I hit someone/thing.

lsat

hit-lst person pl. pronoun

We hit someone/thing.

hit-2nd person pronoun

You hit someone/thing.

hit-3rd person pronoun

He hit someone/thing.

v
(28) X v C.a

know-lst person pronoun-the-man

I know the man.

Lt ca Sw;),A 7$a

know-lst person pl. pronoun-the-man

We know the man.

18



know-2nd person pronoun-the-man

You know the man.

)sc., -s s )

know-3rd person pronoun-the-man

He knows the man.

(29) )sZti..t..

know-2nd person pronoun-lst person pronoun

I know you.

v
I:53374s t

know-2nd person pronoun-lst person pl. pronoun

Wee know you.

s
^0%);IS S

know-2nd person pronoun-3rd person pronoun

He knows you.

The irregularities in the third person occur when /.v:; is pres-

ent. In these cases the sentence is good if the is not pres-

ent. I have no satisfying explanation for this. All of the

other subject pronouns can appear after as the following

examples show.

(30) X.CtLt

know- passive -1st person pronoun

Someone knows me.
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know-passive-lst person pl. pronoun

Someone knows us.

know-passive-2nd person pronoun

Someone knows you.

- - s

know-passive-3rd person pronoun

Someone knows him.

(31) >s Lt -3 -s

know - passive -1st person pronoun-(agent-)the-man

The man knows me.

xct 5 - 5c. (.a 11 7 cb"

knOw-passive-lst person pl. pronoun- (agent - )the -man

The man knows us.

Ca) SW:-).%A"?cb

know-passive-2nd person pronoun-(agent-)the-man

The man knows you.

Xc Lt 5 s v6.7 co -?

know-passive-3rd person pronoun-(agent-)the-man

The man knows him.
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FOOTNOTES

I would like to thank Dick Demers for his hours and hours of

field work on Lummi and his patient teaching. I would also like

to thank Emmon Bach for his constant encouragement and his care-

ful reading of this paper. Of course, all of the remaining mis-

takes are mine.

1
No other combination of subject and object pronouns yields gram-

matical sentences with the desired meanings.

2
No other combination of subject and object pronouns gives gram-

matical sentences either.

3
If the pronoun contains more information, though, it acts like
a noun phrase. For example,

leb..t-s so ca

look at-agreement-she-the-Raven
She looks at Raven.

look at-passive-agent-this female one - the -Raven

Raven was looked at by her.

4
The word order which is assumed at this point makes virtually no
difference to the analysis that follows. All of the rules can be
rewritten for any ordering without major changes in the overall
scheme of the analysis.
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